Can Anybody Hear Me? by Jessica Meserve

A Sweet, Lovely Book About Finding Your Voice

Jack is quiet—which wouldn’t be so bad if the rest of his family wasn’t SO NOISY. No one can hear him over the sound of their own voices. So when Jack tells them he’s going up the mountain one day, nobody hears him. And when night falls, nobody knows where he is. Now Jack will have to find his voice in order to help his family find him. This satisfying story is set against a rural western backdrop and features Jessica Meserve’s vivid illustrations, which burst with color and personality.

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
This is beautiful, sweet book about a little boy who’s outshadowed by his noisy family, and how he learns to find his voice -- the pictures are winsome and bursting w/ personality, and there’s real humor in there too. The fact that these illustrations are digital just astounds me -- I would never have known, and they have all the delicacy and beauty of traditional ink & watercolors.
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